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Box 1
__________________________________________________________

Flexibility versus tradition in migration
phenology of Arctic swan
Rascha J.M. Nuijten, Andrea Kölzsch, Bart A. Nolet

Introduction
Optimal timing of annual cycle events is considered to be linked to individual survival and
breeding success (Hedenström et al., 2007; van Wijk et al., 2017). With changing
environmental conditions such as climate warming and land-use change, the optimal timing of
events such as breeding and migration might change as well (Lameris et al., 2019).
Consequently, species might change their ways to ‘track’ the optimal circumstances. It has
been shown that not all aspects of the cycle necessarily respond in a similar way to the
changes (Tomotani et al., 2018). If species are not capable of adjusting to new, optimal
conditions, or if different phases of the annual cycle are not synchronized any more due to
differential responses of the phases, species might become vulnerable to extinction (Robinson
et al., 2009).
This is particularly true for migratory species, since for them different phases of the annual
cycle occur at different geographic regions where different rates of change can occur. For longdistance migrants an additional challenge is unpredictability of the circumstances in other parts
of the range, as it is more difficult to predict what the circumstances will be, the further away
you are (Kölzsch et al., 2015; Visser et al., 2009). Keeping all phases of the annual cycle
synchronized with optimal timings might therefore not be feasible.
The ultimate entity that responds to environmental changes is not the species, but the
individual (Bêty et al., 2004). Although many studies on adaptation and resilience to
environmental change focus on the species level, the mechanism behind such changes should
be studied at the individual level (Gill et al., 2019).
There has been a considerable amount of research on the question whether migration, and its
timing and routes, is a heritable trait or that it is culturally transmitted between parents and
offspring. For some migratory bird species, the answer is clear as the juveniles depart on their
first migratory journey without their parents (cuckoos and many songbirds). Other species,
such as geese, swans and cranes have systems of prolonged parental care and are therefore
likely to have culturally determined migration routes (Sutherland 1998). In the first system
(genetically determined migration routes), variation between individuals (either genetically or
through phenotypic plasticity) can facilitate adaptation to new circumstances through
microevolution. In the system with cultural transmission, the level of flexibility versus tradition
can determine whether individuals adjust to new circumstances during their lifetime and ‘teach’
these new ways to their offspring.
Advancements in tracking technology, and subsequent declines in costs for devices, now
enables researchers to track multiple individuals year-round, or even multiyear-round (Bridge
et al., 2011). This allows for detailed studies of the timing of different phases of the annual
cycle, and study the phenology (and changes therein) of these phases over time. Especially
of interest is the variation within individuals (varID.w), versus the variation between individuals
(varID.b), and, the variation within years (varY.w) versus the variation between years (varY.b),
although these factors are confounded. When varID.b > varID.w, this shows that there is a
considerable level of tradition in the behaviour and that individuals are fixed (culturally or
genetically) in their ways. The variation between individuals allows for adjusting to changing
environments in the long(er) term through generational shifts (e.g. through differential mortality;

Gill et al., 2019). Similarly, varY.w > varY.b is a sign variation between individuals in a
population (i.e. migratory diversity, Gilroy et al., 2016) or little response, on the individual level,
to year-to-year variation in the environment. The latter can be caused by genetic programming
of life cycle events (Berthold, 1991; Helm et al., 2019) or due to the use of a cue that does not
change over time, for example daylight (Bauer et al., 2011; Rees, 1982). When varID.w >
varID.b, this indicates that there is flexibility at the individual level to respond to changing
circumstances. For example to respond to an early onset of spring, by starting spring migration
earlier (Jonzén et al. 2006). The lower varID.b then shows that all individuals of the studied
population respond in a similar way. Similarly, varY.b > varY.w suggests individuals respond
to year-to-year variation in environmental circumstances.
Here we study the phenology of migration in a large, migratory bird, the Bewick’s swan (Cygnus
columbianus bewickii) in order to detect potential changes over time and the underlying
mechanisms of such changes at the individual level. For this we use detailed, multi-year
tracking data including repeated tracks of the same individuals, together covering > 10 years
(2007 – 2019). First, we were particularly interested in the level of variation within versus
between years to assess whether the swans time their migration in response to year-to-year
variation in environmental conditions. Second, for the individuals with repeated tracks, we
wanted to assess the repeatability of their migratory journeys, to determine the level of flexibility
versus tradition in this Arctic migrant. Third, as both adults and juveniles were tracked, the
GPS data gave us the opportunity to investigate the development of migratory behaviour in the
juveniles. Bewick’s swans have a system of prolonged parental care (Rees 2006) in which the
cygnets fly with their parents to the wintering grounds in their first autumn migration. The
surviving juveniles spend the winter with their parents and depart on spring migration with
them. It is unknown when the families split up (Rees, 2006).

Methods
In total 212 individual Bewick’s swans were caught and equipped with neckbands for individual
recognition in the field. 111 of the neckbands included a GPS data-logger (2007-2011; (Nuijten
et al., 2014) or GPS/GSM device (2016-2019; Nuijten & Nolet unpublished data). Sample sizes
for the complete spring and autumn tracks included in this study can be found in Table B.1.

Migration phenology
To track the migration phenology of the individual Bewick’s swan and have a framework within
which we could compare individuals within and between years, we adjusted the orthogonal
crossings method from (Kölzsch et al., 2016) to fit this species’ flyway. We created 7 orthogonal
lines, perpendicular to the migration direction, evenly spaced between the wintering ground
and the breeding area (Fig. B.1 panel). For each individual, we calculated at which day the line
was first crossed (‘crossing date’), and subsequently calculated the average (± sd) crossing
date per year for each crossing for both spring and autumn. To prevent differences in
measurement frequency from having an effect, we resampled all tracks to have 1 GPS position
every 2 hours based on linear interpolation of the original fixes.

Table B.1: Number of tracks per season, and GPS
positions taken per day in that season. For the
analyses in this study, all tracks were resampled to 12
GPS positions per day.
Year
N
N
GPS
Resampled
Spring Autumn positions GPS
/ day
positions /
day
2007
3
3
2
12
2010
6
6
4
12
2011
6
5
8
12
2017
26
20
96
12
2018
22
18
288
12
2019
18
16
288
12

Similarity
To investigate the relative order of the variation between individuals (within a year) and the
variation between years (within individuals), we conducted a general linearized model with
crossing date as the response variable and year (categorical) as the explanatory variable for
each crossing in both seasons. Because some individuals were tracked for multiple years, we
added bird ID as a random factor.

Repeated tracks
Several individuals yielded 2 years (N = 6) or even 3 years (N = 6) of data. For these individuals
we calculated repeatability (Lessells and Boag, 1987; Nakagawa and Schielzeth, 2010) to
study how consistent individuals are over time. We interpreted values >0.5 as high
repeatability, noticing that a high repeatability can be caused by a low within-individual
variation or high between-individual variation (Conklin et al., 2013; Nakagawa and Schielzeth,
2010). Both processes cannot be distinguished in the repeatability measure, but should be in
the underlying data.
Due to the discussion around the measure of repeatability, we also looked for other ways to
study consistency in migration phenology in individuals. We used a Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW), a time-series analysis method, to compare the resampled tracks. DTW matches the
sequential positions of the tracks with each other, and “warps” them in the time dimension to
determine a measure of their similarity (Janoska, 2014). This measure can be seen as a
measure of “distance” between two tracks based on the best alignment. The resulting matrix
is used as a basis for a clustering analysis, resulting in a dendrogram clustering the tracks with
the largest similarity together. Using this method for only the individuals with repeated spring
tracks in our study, we expected (if individuals are consistent in their migration) that tracks of
the same individual for different years would cluster together. We calculated the cophenetic
correlation coefficient (Sokal and Rohlf, 1962) to check whether tracks of the same individuals
in different years indeed clustered closer to each other than to tracks of other individuals.
In order to find the driving characteristics for the (dis)similarity of the tracks, we performed a
principal component analysis (PCA) on several descriptive properties of the tracks. The
properties we included were mean speed, standard deviation of speed, Emax (a dimensionless

estimate of the maximum expected displacement of a trajectory) and sinuosity (McLean and
Skowron Volponi, 2018).

Adults and juveniles
To study the extend of the parental care and assess when families split up during spring
migration we included the offspring in the DTW clustering analysis described above, and
performed another one, including only parent-offspring pairs during their first spring migration
together. A subsequent question is whether these juveniles continue to use the same routes
into their independent lives, or whether they choose their own.

Results and Discussion
Migration phenology and similarity
The mean crossings dates for the different orthogonal lines in both spring and autumn nicely
visualize the migration pattern of the Bewick’s swan (Fig. B.1; S1). At first sight, the crossing
dates may appear similar between the years, but approaching the breeding area the standard
deviations within the year become smaller. Testing the effect of year for each of the crossings
revealed that in spring, all crossing dates at all crossings were significantly different between
years, except for crossing 1. In contrast, in autumn, only crossing 1 and 2 were significantly
different between years (Table SB.1).
For spring, the non-significant difference at crossing 1, is potentially caused by high betweenindividual differences within years (Fig. B.1). The significant differences for the other crossings
in spring show that the swans, to some extent, respond to environmental circumstances that
vary between years. However, the absolute differences between years are small (Fig. B.1),
most likely because the swans are time-constraint in this season (Duriez et al., 2009; Nuijten
et al., 2014).
In autumn the swans showed more between-individual variation within a year, resulting in no
differences in crossing dates between years. Potentially this is because the swans experience
less time pressure in this season (Conklin et al., 2013; Kölzsch et al., 2016; Nuijten et al.,
2014). In the crossings close to the wintering grounds (3, 2 and 1 in autumn), it is noticeable
that the swans cross these lines later in more recent years (2017-2019). This can be explained
by the short-staying process that was shown for this population of swans (Nuijten et al. in
press).
Furthermore, it is noticeable that the standard deviations around the averages become smaller
further north (i.e. at higher crossing numbers). For spring migration this is in line with what was
found earlier: the swans seem to be able to be flexible with weather and, in particular, ice
circumstances (see for example Artemyev et al., 2018) but get time-stressed at a certain point
to reach the Arctic in time to allow for breeding (Nuijten et al., 2014). In autumn, the pattern of
increasing variation towards the wintering grounds is even more apparent. Here, as well as in
the first crossing in spring, it is also visible that the more recent years, crossing the southern
lines (i.e. the low crossing numbers) is later than earlier years. Most likely this is caused by the
short-stopping and short-staying processes that take place simultaneously in this population
(Nuijten et al. in press).
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Figure B.1: Mean ±sd timing (day of the year, x-axis) of the 7 crossings (y-axis) for spring
(migration direction 1-7, left half of the graph) and autumn (migration direction 7-1, right half of
the graph) for the different years (see legend). The panel on the top right shows an example
of a migration route crossing the 7 orthogonal lines (individual 237 in spring).

Repeatability
Selecting only the individuals that yielded multiple years of tracking data, we calculated the
repeatability of crossing date for each of the crossings for only these individuals (Fig. B.2). We
found an increasing trend in spring repeatability towards the breeding grounds (t = 0.32, p =
0.76), and a significant decrease in repeatability on the return in autumn (t = 2.62, p = 0.047).
Crossings 2, 3, 4 and 6 in spring, and 7 in autumn showed high repeatability (> 0.5). As we
expected repeatability to be high(er) closer to the breeding grounds, we were surprised to see
the low value for crossing 5 in spring. Looking in detail at the crossing dates of the individuals
in the three years we had repeated tracks, we saw that a low variation between the years
probably caused this (see Fig. B.1; even when individuals are highly consistent, low variation
between the years over which they are tracked can still cause a low repeatability; Conklin et
al., 2013; Nakagawa & Schielzeth, 2010). Crossing 5 marks the jump from the Baltic Sea
region to the Barents Sea region, that are quite separate climate regions that are not
correlated, and hence spring conditions in the Baltc Sea region do not have any predictive
value for spring conditions in the Barents Sea region (Kölzsch et al., 2016).

Figure B.2: Repeatability for the timing of crossing the orthogonal lines 1-7. Spring crossing
on the left, autumn crossings on the right. A repeatability > 0.5 is considered high.
Because of this drawback of the use of repeatability we turned to a different method to look at
individual consistency in spring migration phenology. Using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) we
created a dendrogram of all the repeated tracks (Fig. B.3). The clustering showed a remarkably
high individual consistency between the years of tracking. For three individuals (208, 213 and
230) all three spring tracks (2017, 2018, 2019) clustered together. For 230, even her male
cygnet (237) clustered with her in 2017 (Fig. B.3).
Comparing the cophenetic correlation coefficients between unrelated and related (i.e. tracks
from the same individual in different years or parent-offspring tracks) showed that indeed the
latter had a significantly lower coefficient (p = 0.00015). This means that different tracks of the
same individual clustered significantly closer together than to other, unrelated, tracks in the
same and different years. This result intuitively contrasts the significant effect of year that we
found in the similarity analysis with all the tracks (Fig. B.1. Table SB.1). However, the similarity
analysis above compares the tracks at 7 points in time, while the DTW algorithm compares
continuously. By doing this, a difference arises: the similarity measure compares the tracks
based on timing, where the DTW comparison is based on speed (i.e. the difference in time in
between two aligned points of two tracks). Our results thus imply that the swans are able to
adjust their timing of migration to the environmental circumstances of that particular year, but
all have their individual speed with which they migrate. This automatically constrains the
possibilities for the adjustment in timing, as in the Arctic there is only a limited time window in
which the swans are able to complete their breeding and moulting phases successfully.
The suggestion that speed is consistent in individuals was confirmed by a PCA based on
characteristics of the repeated tracks. The first two PC axes together explained 86.7% of the
variation. PC1 correlated with measures specifying the ‘straightness’ of a track, expressed in
its sinuosity and Emax. PC2 correlated with mean speed and sd speed. Looking at track
characteristics that underly this similarity, we found that mainly speed and sinuosity explain
the variation (Fig. B.4).

Figure B.3: Dendrogram resulting from Dynamic Time Warping analysis including all repeated
tracks (N = 31). The panel in the top left shows the cophenetic correlation coefficient for pairs
of unrelated and related (i.e. the same individual or parent-offspring) tracks. The difference
between the two groups is significant.

Adults and juveniles
Bewick’s swans have extended parental care, and it was noted that in such systems migration
patterns are most likely culturally transmitted (Sutherland, 1998). It is known that hatchling
Bewick’s swans follow their parents on their first autumn migration and that they spend the
winter together (Rees, 2006). However, for how long the juveniles follow their parents on their
first spring migration was not clear, and was investigated here. Research in goose species
with similar systems of parental care shows ambivalent results with barnacle geese (Branta
leucopsis) already diverging from their parents trajectory in early spring (Jonker et al., 2011)
whereas white-fronted geese (Anser anser albifrons) juveniles were found to be joining their
parents for the full spring migration (Kölzsch et al., 2020).

Figure B.4: PC axes 1 (55.4% of the variation) and 2 (31.3% of the variation).
The results of the DTW clustering analysis convincingly show that the juveniles follow their
parents closely the whole spring migration to the breeding grounds. Tracking juveniles is
difficult, since they occur in low numbers and suffer from relatively high mortality. We were
able to track one individual for multiple years (237). This anecdotally showed that, as expected,
the juvenile follows its mother closely in its first spring migration (in 2017). However, in 2018
and 2019 this individual did not follow the same route as its mother (Fig. B.3). This is an
interesting, albeit anecdotal, indication that, although cultural transmission of migration routes
is taking place, individuals are plastic during their independent lives and choose their own pace
and way.

Figure B.5: Dendrogram resulting from Dynamic Time Warping analysis including 4 parentoffspring pairs (3 in 2017, 1 in 2018).

Supplementary Material
1
Orthogonal crossings
Figure SB.1: Mean ±sd spring crossing distances in kilometers (x-axis), crossings (1-7) on yaxis. 0 represents the average crossing location for all years.

Figure SB.2: Mean ±sd autumn crossing distances in kilometers, crossings (1-7) on y-axis. 0
represents the average crossing location for all years per crossing.

Table SB.1: Model output crossings orthogonal lines, time. Model: yday ~ year + (1|birdID).
To correct for multiple testing we applied a Bonferroni correction and considered p-values <
0.0036 as significant effects (in bold).
Crossing
Spring

Autumn

N 07 08 09 17 18 19

F-statistic

p-value

1

3

6

5 28 13 14

F5,60.60 = 1.28

0.2850

2

3

6

6 27 21 18

F5,66.73 = 5.56

0.0002

3

3

6

6 26 22 18

F5,63.92 = 5.77

0.0002

4

3

6

6 26 22 18

F5,48.17 = 14.78

<.0001

5

3

6

6 26 22 18

F5,62.50 = 3.47

0.0079

6

3

6

6 24 22 18

F5,62.66 = 19.70

<.0001

7

3

6

6 23 22 17

F5,49.38 = 14.23

<.0001

7

3

6

6 20 18 16

F5,50.42 = 2.29

0.0593

6

3

6

6 20 18 16

F5,34.54 = 2.73

0.0348

5

3

6

6 20 17 15

F5,37.36 = 1.41

0.2427

4

3

6

6 20 17 13

F5,44.61 = 1.10

0.3732

3

3

6

5 20 16 12

F5,56.00 = 0.93

0.4716

2

3

6

5 20 16 12

F5,46.98 = 5.34

0.0006

1

3

6

2

F5,30.00 = 5.49

0.0010

9 11

5

Table SB.2: Model output crossings orthogonal lines, space. Model: distance ~ year +
(1|birdID). To correct for multiple testing we applied a Bonferroni correction and considered pvalues < 0.0036 as significant effects (in bold).
Crossing
Spring

Autumn

N 07 08 09 17 18 19

F-statistic

p-value

1

3

6

5 28 13 14

F5,62.95 = 3.12

0.0140

2

3

6

6 27 21 18

F5,65.77 = 0.63

0.6747

3

3

6

6 26 22 18

F5,75.00 = 0.90

0.4865

4

3

6

6 26 22 18

F5,75.00 = 1.95

0.0966

5

3

6

6 26 22 18

F5,38.13 = 1.86

0.1239

6

3

6

6 24 22 18

F5,61.39 = 0.58

0.7131

7

3

6

6 23 22 17

F5,40.49 = 0.65

0.6616

7

3

6

6 20 18 16

F5,26.67 = 1.82

0.1433

6

3

6

6 20 18 16

F5,51.31 = 0.92

0.4728

5

3

6

6 20 17 15

F5,61.00 = 2.43

0.0452

4

3

6

6 20 17 13

F5,59.00 = 1.15

0.3441

3

3

6

5 20 16 12

F5,56.00 = 0.95

0.4531

2

3

6

5 20 16 12

F5,51.73 = 1.71

0.1491

1

3

6

2

F5,27.96 = 2.94

0.0298

9 11

5

